PROGRAM
1 MARCH 2021

SESSION 1 - IN ENGLISH

MONDAY, MARCH 1, 2012
(ASIA FOCUS)
17 HS PHST/10 HS CET

10:00-10:05 WELCOME
» Carolina Gottardo, Women in Migration Network
» Natalia Figge, Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung

10:05-10:10 MODALITIES

10-10:30 PRESENTATION OF REPORT - ASIA FOCUS
» Key findings: Paola Cyment, Report Author
» Panelist from South Asia: Sumaiya Islam, BNSK, Bangladesh
» Panelist from Southeast Asia: Misun Woo, APWLD regional coordinator
» Panelist from the Pacific: Maeve Brown, Jesuit Refugee Service - Australia

11:00 - 11:15 MAPPING REPORT AND WEBSITE LAUNCH
» Presentation of new website (where to find report, data visualization and interactive map)
» Presentation of Gender & Migration Hub, Project leader and Co-Founder of the International Migration Research Centre at Wilfrid Laurier University, Jenna Hennebry.
» Presentation UN Migration Network Knowledge Hub, Civil Society Liason Officer, UN Network on Migration, Monami Maulik

10:30-11:00 DISCUSSION GROUPS
» Group 1: South Asia
» Group 2: East and Southeast Asia
» Group 3: Pacific, moderator

Guiding questions for groups:
» What are your organization’s top two strategic issues for 2021-2022? How do these reflect the realities of women in migration? How has COVID19 impacted this agenda?
» How can WIMN, as a global network, contribute to the work you are doing at local or national levels?

11:00 - 11:05 GROUP FEEDBACK
» Moderators share three highlights from group discussions